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were murmurs of approval and disapproval, but more of
astonishment, quickly hushed Armand Gati&res, ex office?
of Chasseurs Alpins, listened with a quickened pulse
Professional armies like the German Reichswehr, must
be abolished and give way to short term military service
without heavy mobile weapons, such as big guns and tanks
Aerial bombardment must be forbidden by any state Fleets
must be reduced proportionately The Powers interested
in the Mediterranean must agree to a pact of mutual assist
ance National armaments must be limited to defence
and not equipped for attack, and there would be an inter
national supervision of these conditions But in addition to
these defensive measures, each nation would be called upon
to equip a mobile striking force which would be placed at
the disposal of the League of Nations for use against any
aggressor The League arrny fleet, ind air service would be
the only aggressive force in the world—the police force of
international law, upholding a new order and a new unity
in the world
Armand had come back from Paris impressed by this
plan, but aware of its difficulties     If adopted by all the nations ^
it would outlaw war for ever    But that "if  was enormoos
Already press opinions were discoursing and critical    The
English press, it seemed, was very cold to M Hernot's plaa
The American press raised a thousand objections   In Avignon^
typical, perhaps, of French provincial thought of the more
intellectual kind, there was no enthusiasm for this method of
disarmament	<
On the night of his return Armand went with Yvonne to
her father s house    Over the dinner-table there had been 4
heated argument, in which Armand found himself m a minor
ity of one    It was painful to him that Yvonne sided against
him
"Hernot,9 said Colonel Chartier, "is either a knave or
a fool He ought to be impeached for high treason* Hfc
proposes to disarm France and hand over her weapons to an

